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Outline
● Definition of Weather & Climate
● Fitness for business services for weather & climate
● NASA GES DISC Data & Services for Weather & Climate
● GES DISC user-friendly (but customizable) services
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Weather vs. Climate
Climate is what you expect and weather is what you get!
Credit: 
http://www.bom.gov.au/
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Fitness for Business in Weather/Climate services -
GES DISC Mission
How much 
solar/wind 
energy can 
we expect to 
get in this 
area?
Where...?
What… ?
How…  ?
Will we 
need to 
evacuate 
the city due 
to …?
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GES DISC Weather & Climate Data & Services
Sciences Data Services
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https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov
GES DISC Data Search Service: 
Explore Weather/Climate data
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Giovanni - Analyze/Visualize on-the-fly service 
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Analyze California Fire with GES DISC data & tools
How-To’s      Download           Case Study Visualization
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GES DISC Customizable datasets for features 
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● Videos on               :  :  subscribe “NASAGESDISC”
● Twitter        : @NASA_GESDISC, @NASA_Giovanni
● How-To’s         
Download Case Study         Visualization
● Feedback: 
● Help Desk: gsfc-help-disc@lists.nasa.gov
● Data Recipe or Data HowTo’s
● Webinars
● GES DISC news articles
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/Customized with GES DISC data & tools
